Modeling of the propulsion hydrodynamics of water striders, which was rare performed in previous studies, was developed in this paper. First, kinematical mechanism of the production of dipolar vortex in the wake of striders was illustrated by investigating the dependencies between the velocities on trajectories of the leg and velocity distribution in vortices. Subsequently, topological similarities between the hemispherical vortex and dipolar vortex was demonstrated by comparing their geometries and velocity distributions. Afterwards, velocity dependencies between the leg and flow in vortex further revealed that the translational speed of vortex is roughly determined by leg speed and that peak leg speed is about 2.5 times of the mean leg speed. Hence, the acceleration was formulized based on the peak and mean speeds of the leg. According to Theorem of Momentum and equivalence between the momentums of the water strider and fluid, mean propulsion force was then formulized, which is correlated with the leg acceleration and volume of vortex. It was found that the strider should produce bigger 'water balls' (enclosed in vortices) and push them backward with a larger acceleration so that to obtain a greater reaction force for propelling. For the same strider, further derived scaling law tells propulsion force is linearly dependent on leg speed and is parabolic with respective to Weber number. An incisive analysis on experimental data indicated the radius of dipolar vortex is comparable to the length of leg's second tarsal on water. Finally, Young-Laplace equation was yielded for the balance of pressures on upside and underside of water surface. Accordance between reported measurements and predicted values indicates the validity and reasonability of the model.
Introduction
The capability of water-strider walking on water surface is elucidated in recent years [1] [2] [3] . The surface tension supports their bodies and ensure legs do not completely pierce the water surface. Some hydrodynamics has been investigated experimentally [4] . The mechanism enables water walking devices to be designed [5] . However, the accurate hydrodynamic force is impractical to be calculated. Therefore, efforts in previous studies were extensively contributed to obtaining the hydrostatic force. When a strider stands on water, the surface is deformed, therefore the surface tension on the curvature surface acts [6] . Modelling the second tarsal of the leg (tarsal2) which contacts with the water as a partly submerged cylinder enables the force on the cross section could be calculated [7] [8] [9] [10] . Then the total hydrostatic force on a leg could be derived by integrating the force on all sections. The leg could also be modelled as a deformable thin beam [11] , so that the deflection could be investigated. However, these results mainly contributed to the floating conditions but rarely focused the propulsion mechanisms. The understanding of propulsion mechanism went through a long history [7, 12] . The experiment of Suter [7] indicated that surface tension and wave are less important sources but the drag on the leg and its associated water dimple are main sources of propulsion force. Linear theory demonstrated that wave only takes up 1/3 of horizontal momentum that water strider transfers into water [13] . An elaborate experiment on the vortical dynamics in the wake of water strider also revealed the momentum in vortices can even takes up 90% of the momentum of the water strider [14] .Although mechanism was explained, the formulation of the propulsion force still remains unclear. The propulsion force is mainly estimated in experiments [6, 14] . Another way to obtain propulsion force is based on CFD. The strength of vertical jumping of the strider was investigated numerically by simplifying the foot as a circular plate [15] . The propulsion force was investigated in a 2 dimensional (2D) problem in which the cross section of the leg was prescribed with a given trajectory [16] . In their work, the propulsive force were found mainly produced by the 'leg-cum-dimple' object. They also found the viscous friction is negligible in the contribution to the propulsion but the motion of the contact line (between water and leg) is strongly affected by the viscosity. The friction is dependent on the microscopic texture of the integument on the leg [17] [18] . The adhesion of the leg was also found to be directional dependent [19] . Because the micro-hydrodynamics is too complicated, some efforts were thus made to investigate the macro-hydrodynamics of the wakes induced by the water stride. The dipolar vortices, which were induced by rowing their legs in the water, has been detailed visualized in experiments [4] . Hu used hemispherical vortices beneath the water surface to illustrate the dipolar vortices in the wake [4] . Accurate experiments performed by Akira [14] found the vortices produced by the middle leg are largest. The vortices were found having a "return curving movement" by which the large capillary wave and energy consumption could be avoided. In the experiment, the stroke duration of the strider was also found almost the same for different speeds. The result exhibited that the vortices takes up 64%~90% of the momentum in fluid when the strider increases the speed from 26 cm/s to 72 cm/s. The measurements also exhibited the peak body speed is comparable to the peak leg speed [4, 14] . However, none hydrodynamic model has been proposed to colligate these experimental data. Therefore, we try to propose a theoretical model of the propulsion hydrodynamics with applicable formulization of propulsion force through utilizing the dynamics of dipolar vortices.
Formation of Dipolar vortex and its topologic similarities with hemispherical vortex
The locomotion of water strider is depicted in Fig.1. As Fig.1a) shows, the strider rows the leg to obtain reaction force for propelling. The curves indicated the trajectories of the leg. The trajectory of the foot tip is shown in Fig.1b) . The formation of the dipolar vortices is illustrated in Fig.1b) . That trajectory shown in Fig.1a) is also the trajectory of the contact line. Hence, the water on contact line has the similar movement as shown in Fig.1a) . Because of the viscosity, the movement of superficial water would be diffused to beneath water. Hence, the vorticity is generated beneath the surface. The vorticity also has the geometric feature as observed in experiments. In Fig.1b) , the velocity of the foot tip is also shown on the trajectory of foot tip. The numbers wrote on the curve denote the sequences of the time moments. A closure zone named with "half a" in the Fig.1b) represents a half of the dipolar vortex. During the moments 1~3, i.e. in the driving stroke, the zone "half a" in Fig.1b) contains the area swept by the points of tarsal 2 (see Fig.1a) ). Hence, the velocity of the water in this area initially has the similar direction of foot tip's velocity. However, when the leg is in returning stroke, i.e. during moments 3~6, the directions of the velocities of the water near path 3-4 are changed by foot tip. Thereupon, a vortex patch is produced in the zone "half a". The generation of vortex patch in zone "half b" could be similarly explained. The vortex patches are periodically produced as shown in Fig.1b) . The vortices in Fig.1b) have similar distribution as observed in experiments (see Fig.2a) ). We can also found in Fig.1b ) the similar axisymmetric geometries as shown in Fig.2a Similarities exist between the dipolar vortex in Fig.1b ) and hemispherical vortex in Fig.2b) . First, the hemispherical vortex is also dipolar. Secondly, they both have two halves seemingly divided by axis on surface. The dipolar vortex is axisymmetric but has curvature axis which also divides the vortex into two halves in the plane of water surface, as Fig.1b) shows. Another similarity is the largest speeds in the dipolar and hemispherical vortices both occurs at centers. For hemispherical vortex in Fig.2b ), the speed of vortex center is 2.5 times of the translational speed. For dipolar vortex in Fig.1b) , the largest speed also occurs at the center of the vortex center. See Fig.1b) , the peak speed of the foot tip occurs at the position near number 2 at the curvature axis 1-3. The peak speed also occurs at the middle moment of the returning stroke, i.e. at the position near number4 on the curvature axis 3-6. In a word, though the hemispherical vortex and dipolar vortex (of strider) are different in geometric features, they do have similarities in topologies. Hence, it is reasonable to study some characteristics of the dipolar vortex based on the theory of hemispherical vortex.
Velocity dependencies
The momentum of dipolar vortices v I has the relation with the momentum of water strider
where is the percentage, and , s M V are mass and speed of the strider. Hu [4] estimated the momentum in 2 vortices
where R is the radius of vortex, and is water density. Then
Because leg speed l U is comparable to body speed V [12, 14] , i.e. l U V . Hence
Therefore, it is logical to give
where is a dimensionless coefficient. We further conclude that the maximum velocity in vortex o V is similarly linearly produced by the peak speed of the leg when the foot tip is passing the vortex center, i. 
where b is a undetermined coefficient. As long as a known data point could be given, b could be determined. The formula (11) gives an analytical expression of the propulsion force with respective to the Weber number. For the numerical result of Gao et al [16] , its corresponding analytical form could be given
for the mean and maximum propulsion forces, respectively, as shown in Fig.3 . We can see, the functions (12) accord well with numerical results. That is to say, the hydrodynamic model proposed in this paper is reasonable.
Conclusion
In this paper, we established a hydrodynamic model for the propulsion of water striders and gave a kinematical explanation of the formation of the dipolar vortices produced by water striders. The model proposed in this paper was proved to give acceptable predictions on propulsion force. The dipolar vortex and hemispherical vortex have topologic similarities. The expressions of propulsion force tells the water strider should produce the 'water ball' (enclosed in the vortex) as bigger as possible and push this 'water ball' backward with an acceleration as larger as possible to obtain a reaction force as greater as possible. The result indicates the propulsion force of the same water strider is linearly with respective to the leg speed or is parabolic with Weber number. Fig.3 . Comparison between the numerical result and theoretical prediction of propulsion force.
